Bolzano, 25 gennaio 2018

KLIMAHOUSE
I.I.S.S. “L. PILLA”
The 2018 edition of
Klimahouse, the International fair for
the restoration and
efficiency of Energy
in building which
took place in Bolzano, has seen our
students of ITCAT
section to visit the
exposition
on
25
January.
The ITCAT course
(construction, environment and territory section ) studies specific contents
addressed to building activities and
transformation
of
territory.
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The news of Klimahouse
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On Saturday 27 January, Klimahouse introduced “Rooms in an open sky” a seminary dedicated to a
renewed culture of the ecological living, organised by Professor Pino Scaglione, from University
of Trento, with the porticipation of Mrs C.M. Arroyo of the Studio Bergmeisterwolf and the ararchitect Vincenzo Corvino of Corvino Studio .

“costruire secondo natura, vivere secondo natura”
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Urban requalification
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STARTUP
The 2018 edition of the Startup Award
will see the 10 selected startups from Italy, Germany and Austria challenge their
innovation, presenting their innovative,
green and energy-saving products, including luminescent solar concentrators that
can transform simple windowpanes into
semi-transparent solar panels able to satisfy the energy needs of an entire building, a robotic system that speeds up the
assembly of scores on construction sites,
or eco-construction materials such as

StartUp Village „From Glass to Energy‟

straw, rice husk and tiles made out of

Sheets of plastic containing special nanoparticles to

mushrooms.

capture the sunlight can transform normal windowpanes into transparent solar panels and meet the energy needs of an entire building.

“costruire secondo natura,
vivendo secondo natura”

Ricehouse
A young company based in Biella, in the Piedmont
region of Italy sustains the use of straw and rice
husk as a building material. Their biocomposite plasters for interiors and exteriors are characterized by
high energy and acoustic efficiency in a perfect combination of tradition and innovation.
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Sito web: www.pillacb.gov.it
E-mail: cbis02100c@istruzione.it
Pec: cbis02100c@pec.istruzione.it
Tel.: 087460015

Ideato e progettato
Prof.ssa Amalia Borrelli
Teacher Pina Parisi

Biosphere 2.0, a 25m² house with all services
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